Introducing Enagic Kangen Water™ Alkaline Water Machines

INTRODUCING ENAGIC KANGEN WATER®

Innovative Water Technology

By integrating the latest scientific research and superior Japanese craftsmanship with nature's most vital resource for life, Enagic has pioneered the way of continuous Kangen Water® generating systems. Since 1974, Enagic has specialized in providing in-home, alkaline water ionization technologies. Our mission is to provide true health and wellness internationally with our Gold-Standard product line.

.....with our Gold Standard product line.

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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Enagic...

...is proud to be one of the only water purification and ionization companies in the world that carries four distinct certifications from the Water Quality Association (WQA) - one of the oldest and most prestigious international not-for-profit trade associations in the world. The WQA has honored Enagic with the Gold Seal, a highly-distinguished award that is only given to the most reliable and trusted producers of quality drinking water. The level of excellence, quality, and care demonstrated by Enagic has set this leading company apart from every other water ionizer producer around the globe.

All steps of the manufacturing process are performed in the Enagic factory; production of parts and packaging to assembly, testing, inspection and final packaging. The complete in-house production ensures a high-quality product.

The Wave of the Future!

The Enagic Corporation feels that the personal nature of a direct sales marketing business model, utilizing hard-working, independent distributors is the best way to get the word out about Kangen Water®.
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What is Kangen Water®?

Kangen Water® is delicious water created from Enagic's innovative water technology. Not only do these devices filter your tap water, but they also produce ionized alkaline and acidic waters through electrolysis. These waters can be used for various purposes, including drinking, cooking, beauty, and cleaning.

Kangen Water™ is Purified, Ionized, Alkaline drinking water. It is Micro-clustered which makes it fast-absorbing, super hydrating and detoxifying. It has a negative oxidation property which slows down the aging process because it has antioxidant properties that are 20 to 30 times as powerful as green tea (a highly sought after antioxidant supplement). Kangen Water™ is made with an Enagic water ionizer which easily connects to your kitchen sink faucet. Everyone orders the SD501 model because it makes the best water with the strongest negative ORP (oxidative reduction potential). It has HUGE SOLID MEDICAL GRADE ELECTROLYSIS PLATES and a high capacity continuous power supply which help the water retain its special properties long enough to work in your body (research shows other brands cannot do this). The SD501 makes 9.5 Alkaline Kangen Water for drinking, as well as a pH range of 2.5 pH (Strong Acid) to 11 pH (Strong Kangen / Alkaline), for a total of five different types of water – each of which is used for different purposes to help your family be healthier and your home cleaner and greener. My websites describe the water and its uses.
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Problems With Commonly Used Waters

**Tap water**

Tap water is a healthier option than soft drinks. But according to the Environmental Working Group, there have been 315 pollutants found in America's tap water since 2004, and over half of these pollutants are completely unregulated and can legally exist in any amount.

At the current levels of contamination, the public is starting to question the quality of tap water and wonders if it is safe enough to drink. Based on these facts, it's no wonder that the demand for Kangen Water® is constantly increasing.

Reference - EWG

**Bottled water**

Bottled water is not necessarily healthier than tap water and yet it costs much more! Although associated with healthy water, bottled water is not guaranteed to be any healthier than tap water. Often the only difference is the added minerals which have no proven health benefits.

A four-year study by the Natural Resources Defense Council shows that 1/3 of the bottled water tested contains levels of contamination which exceed allowable limits. Bottled water can also be slightly acidic, which may affect your body's pH balance. Finally, the environmental impact caused by the production and disposal of plastic bottles is harmful to our ecosystem.

Reference - NRDC | Contaminants Found in Bottled Water

**Reverse osmosis water**

Reverse Osmosis is a filtering process which may be effective in areas that do not receive municipally treated water and is commonly used in bottled water facilities. The problem with this process is that dangerous chemicals like pesticides, herbicides, and chlorine are molecularly smaller than water and can
pass freely through the filter. Reverse osmosis removes healthy, naturally occurring water minerals. These minerals not only provide good taste, they also serve a vital function in the body's system. When stripped of these minerals, water can be unhealthy. Also, 2-3 gallons of water are wasted for every gallon of purified water produced.

Strong Kangen Water

Strong Kangen Water preserves hygiene in your daily life due to its strong cleaning effect. It has dissolving and heat conducting benefits.

⚠️ This water is not for drinking.

What Strong Kangen Water can do for you:
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Food preparation
Remove rawness from vegetables such as green onions, bamboo, wasabi and flowering fern with Strong Kangen Water®.

Cleaning
Clean cutting boards and dishcloths. Good for cleaning oil and tough grime from vents, as well as for general cleaning in the kitchen.

Stain removal
The extra strength, absorption power, will remove coffee, soy sauce, and oil stains with ease. Also great for getting out stubborn toilet bowl stains.

Dishes
Use less detergent when washing your dishes. Save on water bills, as only one-third to one-fourth of the usual amount of water is adequate for rinsing off detergent.

Kangen Water®

Kangen Water® | pH 8.5-9.5
With a pH of 8.5-9.5, this type of water is perfect for drinking and healthy cooking. It works to restore your body to a more alkaline state, which optimizes health.

What Kangen Water® can do for you:
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Drinking

Drink Kangen Water® throughout the day. Unlike tap water, Kangen Water® has no unpleasant odor, tastes lighter, and has a pleasantly sweet flavor.

Food preparation

Clean vegetables and fish. Enhance the flavor of broccoli, onions, bamboo etc. by pre-boiling them in Kangen Water®. Use less condiments and salt.

Coffee and tea

You’ll be surprised at the wonderful color, taste, and aroma of coffee or tea prepared with Kangen Water®. You can also use less or coffee or tea and still achieve a full rich taste due to the water’s extractable ability.

Soups and stews

Kangen Water® draws out the flavor of ingredients so they get tender and juicy. Therefore, food doesn’t need as much seasoning, and excess salt can be avoided.

Plants

Kangen Water® may give freshness and life to plants. The water stimulates germination and improves seedling development.

Neutral water

Neutral water | pH 7.0

Free of chlorine, rust and cloudiness. Neutral water is delicious drinking water.
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What Neutral water can do for you:

Baby food
Use water pH 7.0 when preparing baby food.

Medication
Neutral water is delicious drinking water that is easily absorbed by your body. Take your medicine with this water.

Acidic Water

Acidic Water | pH 4.0-6.0
This slightly acidic water is recognized for its astringent effects. It's terrific to use for gentle cleaning and beauty care.

This water is not for drinking.

What Acidic Water can do for you:

Face wash
The astringent properties of Acidic water are effective in toning and firming your skin. Pat the skin and leave to dry. This water is also excellent as a toner after shaving.

Hair care
Use this water instead of conditioner after shampooing. Reduces annoying tangles and brings out a radiant shine. Keep in a spray bottle and spray your hair and face when you're out and about.

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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**Pet care**
Spray your pet with this water and brush afterwards to obtain soft and shiny fur.

**Polishing**
Polish mirrors, eyeglasses, glass objects, and windows to a high sheen.

**Cleaning**
Remove dirt from hardwood floors, ceramic tiles etc. without leaving a sticky residue.

**Frozen food**
Spray foods with Acidic Water when freezing so that the food, including fish and shrimp, do not lose its flavor when thawed out.

**Strong Acidic Water**

**Strong Acidic Water | pH 2.7**
This water has disinfecting properties. Use Strong Acidic Water to sanitize kitchen utensils, countertops, etc. to keep areas safe and clean.

⚠️ This water is not for drinking.

**What Strong Acidic Water can do for you:**

**Cleaning and disinfecting**
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Sanitize knives, cutting boards, dish towels, and kitchen cloths etc. Clean and disinfect in and around the kitchen, which is a breeding ground for germs.

For a more powerful disinfecting effect, clean with Strong Kangen Water® before using Strong Acidic Water. Please note: after the use of Strong Acidic Water, metal that rusts easily should be wiped with a dry cloth because of the strong acidity.

Hygiene

Disinfect your hands, your toothbrush or as mouth wash. Keep a spray bottle in your bathroom for easy access.

Commercial operation

Beauty salons, hair salons, restaurants, agricultural colleges, daycare centers, pet shops, and nursing homes all benefit greatly from the use of Strong Acidic Water.

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
**Compare Different Types of Drinking Water**

PH and ORP are two attributes of water that are not normally measured by the casual water drinker, but both of these attributes can provide a big positive or negative impact.

**PH** is a measure of the **Potential Hydrogen** in water. The pH scale goes from 0 to 14, with zero being Acidic, 7 being neutral, and 14 being Alkaline or Basic. Over the recent years, public awareness has grown significantly to understand the need to balance dietary pH consumption. Typical diets today which include processed foods add unnecessary acidic pH. Soft drinks are especially bad for this, with some soft drinks being in the 2.5 pH range which is extremely acidic. Many people attempt to balance their dietary pH intake with choice of foods. Only so much can be accomplished by adjusting choices of some fruits and vegetables. Because a person can consume a relatively large quantity of water each day, compared in quantity to food items, by choosing to consume water with an alkaline pH can have a significant benefit in adjusting the overall pH consumption to favor alkaline more than acidic. Kangen Water provides three alkaline pH settings to greatly help increase the overall alkaline pH consumption: 8.5 pH, 9.0 pH and 9.5 pH.

**ORP** is the **Oxidative Reduction Potential** of water. Water naturally maintains a positive ORP value which means the water is an oxidizing agent, or promotes oxidation. In the body, oxidation is the aging process. Much like the oxidation of metal is rust, in the body oxidation results in the breakdown of cells. Reducing the rate of oxidation with a negative ORP is beneficial in slowing down the rate of oxidation. Kangen Water provides a strong negative ORP which means it helps to slow down the oxidation, or aging process. In fact, the strong negative ORP provides Kangen Water with an Antioxidant value that is 20 to 30 times more powerful than that of Green Tea.

The following charts show the pH and ORP ratings sampled by many different commonly consumed brands of drinking water. See how each compares with the beneficial pH and ORP of Kangen Water.
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Beverages pH & ORP Test Results (Page 1)

A test of the following beverages was conducted July 2003 in California using a calibrated pH Test Combo pH / ORP Meter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Packaging</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>pH Chart</th>
<th>ORP</th>
<th>ORP Chart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aquafina</td>
<td>Aquafina</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td></td>
<td>+381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrowhead Spring Water</td>
<td>Arrowhead</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td></td>
<td>+275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evian</td>
<td>Evian</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td></td>
<td>+295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>+357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Water</td>
<td>SmartWater</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>+305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Alkalized Water</td>
<td>RealWater</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evamor</td>
<td>Evamor</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>+174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penta</td>
<td>Penta</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>+390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentia</td>
<td>Essentia</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>+179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive Wellness Water</td>
<td>Alive</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td></td>
<td>+415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin Water</td>
<td>vitaminWater</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td></td>
<td>+438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasani Plus</td>
<td>Dasani</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>+290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital Lifestyle Water</td>
<td>Vital</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td></td>
<td>+426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Geyser Sparkling Water</td>
<td>Geyser</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td></td>
<td>+324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrier</td>
<td>Perrier</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td></td>
<td>+392</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangen Water™</td>
<td>KangenWater</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>-745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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Beverages pH & ORP Test Results (Page 2)

A test of the following beverages was conducted July 2003 in California using a calibrated PhPoint Combo pH / ORP Meter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Packaging</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>pH Chart</th>
<th>ORP</th>
<th>ORP Chart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrowhead Sparkling Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td></td>
<td>+268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapple Red Tea</td>
<td>Snapple</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td></td>
<td>+360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propel Fitness Water</td>
<td>Propel</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>+280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatorade G2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>+325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprite</td>
<td>Sprite</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>+550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsi</td>
<td>Pepsi</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>+450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coke</td>
<td>Coca-Cola</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>+410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Bull</td>
<td>Red Bull</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>+462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starbucks Coffee</td>
<td>Starbucks</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>+175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odwalla Orange Juice</td>
<td>Odwalla</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>+246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MonaVie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>+240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiraz Red Wine</td>
<td>Shiraz</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>+232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heineken Beer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>+315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patron Tequila</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td></td>
<td>+315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smirnoff Vodka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>+220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangen Water™</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>-745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Who is Enagic International?

For over three decades, Japan-based Enagic International has been the leading manufacturer of alkaline ionizers and water filtration machines. Kangen Water® machines are used in hundreds of thousands of homes worldwide to transform tap water into pure, healthy alkaline drinking water.

The Enagic Corporation feels that the personal nature of a direct sales marketing business model, utilizing hard-working, independent distributors is the best way to get the word out about Kangen Water®.

We believe this sort of sale and marketing method is the most effective way of doing business in today's economy. In the past, wholesalers and retailers took the largest percentage of business profits, whereas Enagic believes that rerouting these profits BACK to the distribution force is the true meaning of Kangen Business (Kangen, a Japanese term, meaning to return to the origin).

Our corporate philosophy is based on three basic principles:

1. Realizing true physical health
2. Realizing true financial health
3. Realizing true mental/metaphysical health

Our purpose is spreading this tri-fold truth throughout the world.

When you commit to purchasing a product of this magnitude, it is your responsibility to find out all you can about the manufacturer, their corporate philosophy and customer service and the quality of the product. This is why we invite you to take a closer look at Enagic.

"The basis of vitality and long life is water."

"Enagic celebrated its 39th year last June as a specialized manufacturer of high quality water ionizer generating systems. Today Enagic's pledge to realize a revolution in True Health - in the form of physical health, economic health and mental health - is supported by thousands of people around the world.

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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The human body is comprised of 70% water. It is no exaggeration to say that "the basis of vitality and long life is water." Enagic offers safe water that can be used with confidence to benefit health, beauty, sanitation and cuisine.

Enagic is an integrated development, manufacturing, sales and service company of alkaline ionizer technology.

As the evolution of information technology continues we have entered the age of "human technology marketing." Market vitality now depends upon a merging of high technology and the personal relationship between human beings. Enagic is teaming up with an international network of offices and numerous distributors around the world to spread the word "water and health" while building a global company with worldwide operations.

Hironari Oshiro
President & CEO Enagic USA, Inc.

Enagic Corporate History

November 2013

• Enagic Thailand office opens
• Enagic Romania Training Center opens

June 2013

Enagic Global Conference held in Okinawa, Japan

May 2013

Enagic Portugal Training Center opening

April 2013

Enagic Singapore & Indonesia openings

January 2013

Enagic USA 10 year anniversary

December 2012

Enagic Canada Toronto office opens
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August 2012
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia branch opened

July 2012
Toronto, Canada branch opened

May 2012
Grand Opening Party held in Singapore

May 2012
• Office in Paris, France opened
• Office in Rome, Italy opened

March 2012
First Global Convention held in Okinawa, Japan

March 2012
Enagic Singapore was established

September 2011
Florida Branch office opened

August 2011
Enagic receives WQA certification

June 2011
Enagic Europe GmbH's first distributor training seminar was held in Düsseldorf, Germany.

May 2011
• Donations from Enagic affiliates helped fund the bottling and distribution of mineral water to aid victims of the March earthquake and tsunami in Japan. 120,000 bottles were sent from the US directly to the evacuation shelters in Northeast Japan.
• Enagic is granted trademark status for the exclusive 8-Point Business Model

April 2011
Enagic begins to collect donations from North American distributors and employees to aid victims of Eastern Japan Earthquake.
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March 2011

• Grand Opening of Enagic Korea
• Seattle Service Center opened

February 2011

1st Enagic Global Celebration held

November 2010

1st Annual Global Training in Sydney, Australia

October 2010

• 1st Annual Global Convention in Las Vegas, NV
• The LeveLuk SD501 Platinum model is released
• The new Enagic Shop goes live

August 2010

• The Enagic Dual Pre-Filter System is released
• Start of Summer Sizzle Sales Campaign
• Start of Global 8-Point Monthly Unit Contest
• Enagic Philippines was established in Makati City

July 2010

Launch of EnagicWebSystem.com

May 2010

• Enagic Italy was established in Rome.
• Enagic Australia was established in Sydney

April 2010

The Dallas branch office was opened.

February 2010

Entirely new corporate website released.

November 2009

English version of members' newsletter, E-Friends, released.

June 2009
Enagic 35th anniversary.

**April 2009**

Enagic de Mexico was established in Monterrey.

**March 2009**

The Enagic Sports System, Inc. is established.

**October 2008**

Enagic forms an amateur baseball team.

**April 2008**

Enagic Europe GmBH was established in Dusseldorf, Germany.

**March 2008**

Enagic USA purchases its own building and moves from Gardena, CA to Torrance, CA.

**September 2006**

The LeveLuk Under-the-Counter model is released.

**July 2006**

Enagic Canada was established in Vancouver.

**April 2006**

Enagic USA is enrolled as an official member of the Direct Selling Association (DSA).

**August 2005**

The term KANGEN WATER is trademarked in the United States.

**July 2005**

Enagic Hong Kong was established in Kowloon.

**February 2005**

The LeveLuk DXII and JRII models was released.

**October 2004**
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The Chicago branch office was opened.

**September 2004**

Began sales of LeveLuk SD501.

**June 2004**

• The New York branch office was opened.
• Enagic celebrated 30th year anniversary.
• Began sales of Kangen Ukon Sigma.

**May 2004**

Kangen Ukon is recommended by the Japanese Association for the Prevention of Geriatric Diseases.

**April 2004**

The Yanbaru Natural Materials factory is registered as an FDA facility.

**November 2003**

The Yanbaru Natural Materials factory is opened in Okinawa and production begins on Ukon supplements.

**September 2003**

Enagic Taiwan was established in Taipei. The Honolulu, Hawaii branch office was opened.

**June 2003**

• Product line-up was expanded to include the "LeveLuk Super 501" and the "Anespa" bath water system.
• Los Angeles Branch Office was opened.

**April 2003**

Cartridge and promotional goods supplier Enagic Supply Center was established.

**January 2003**

Designated "Global Year One." International operations were initiated and Enagic USA, Inc. was born.

**August 2002**

The Enagic Service Division was established especially for the service and maintenance.
April 2002

The LeveLuk series of Kangen Water® machines is solely recommended by the Japanese Association for the Prevention of Geriatric Diseases.

October 2001

Merged with Toyo Aitex. The company specializes in electrolysis water generating technology.

January 2000

Enagic began sales of core product "LeveLuk DX."

March 1988

Company became Kangen water specialist with philosophy of "True Health."

May 1987

The Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare authorizes the Enagic Osaka factory as a medical equipment manufacturer.

June 1974

Sony's specialty trading operation, the precursor of Enagic, began operations in Okinawa, Japan.
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Comparison With Competition – There Is NO Comparison!

Side-By-Side Comparison of the SD501 Electrolysis Chamber & those of the “Competition”

A detailed look at the 3-layer filter & 7 electrode plate electrolysis chamber of the SD501

The electrolytic cell is equipped with seven electrode plates, which is powerful and yet compact in design.

Some of the awards, endorsements and industry recognition received by Enagic
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In 1965, the Japanese Health and Welfare Agency approved electrolysis water devices as medical equipment. In 1987, Enagic was awarded this recognition.

On the heels of our success, many companies in Korea and Taiwan have manufactured imitations of our product for sale in the United States. If you are planning to purchase one of these machines, please research the quality and effectiveness of the product.

Enagic’s devices are licensed medical devices and have been granted a license number by the Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare.

These machines are manufactured in Japan and are sold in the United States. These other companies selling their machines in the US do not have Japanese approval or even the recognition in their own country as a medical device.

Are we the best? Well, let’s put it this way.

In 2002, our firm was individually recognized by the Japanese Association of Preventative Medicine for Adult Diseases, a renowned medical association.

In 2007, the Enagic Osaka factory acquired ISO 13485 (medical equipment), ISO9001 (quality control), and ISO14001 (environmental management) license recognition.

Plus, we offer global repair and support service for our units, which is something no other company offers nor supports.

Our machines can be serviced in the United States, Canada, Mexico, the European Union, Japan,

Our factory is located in Katano city, a small merchant town outside of Osaka, Japan.
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Although many Japanese companies are relocating their factories to overseas locations, we fastidiously adhere to the MADE IN JAPAN distinction.

This consistency is applied to all aspects of our manufacturing process, from the stamping of electrical components on the motherboard, to casts, and even as far as the various parts of our filters. Performing these duties "in-house" is our commitment to quality.

Enagic is proud to be one of the only water purification and ionization companies in the world that carries four distinct certifications from the Water Quality Association (WQA) - one of the oldest and most prestigious international non-profit trade associations in the world. The WQA has honored Enagic with the Gold Seal, a highly-distinguished award that is only given to the most reliable and trusted producers of quality drinking water. The level of excellence, quality, and care demonstrated by Enagic has set this leading company apart from every other water ionizer producer around the globe.

We highly value the attention to detail and delicate craftsmanship that you, as our customer, demand. As such, the MADE IN JAPAN brand stands paramount throughout the world.
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The Ultimate Home Use Model

The SD501 is the finest machine in its class, with the highest quality built-in electrolysis chamber on the market. This Kangen Water® filtration machine generates a continuous stream of 5 types of water for countless household needs. You can easily operate the SD501 thanks to a large LCD panel and clear voice prompts. When you need enough delicious, healthy alkaline water to hydrate your whole family, the SD501 is the product you've been searching for!
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Introducing the BRAND NEW 5-Language SD501 Platinum!

The new LeveLuk SD501 PLATINUM features a revamped modern design geared to match today's more stylish kitchens. Same power and performance as the SD501 in an all new package! The industry-leading continuous ionized electrolysis water generator system, the SD501 PLATINUM is the finest machine in its class. With the strongest electrolysis chamber available, fully-equipped with a built-in electrolysis chamber, and featuring a large LCD panel and clear voice prompts, the SD501 PLATINUM is the leader of the pack.

The Multi-Language SD501 Platinum expertly "speaks" in 5 languages: English, German, French, Italian and Spanish!
The Large Family Unit

The Super501 is the highest quality water ionizer for heavy home use, featuring a built-in electrolysis enhancer tank and 7 and 5 electrode plates. If you need safe, clean alkaline water to hydrate your growing family or business, the Super501 is the perfect solution! This highly productive machine also generates 5 different types of water for numerous uses around your home or business. With an easy to use LCD screen and clear voice prompts, the Super501 is accessible and simple to operate.
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Third party safety certification

ISO 9001 - Proof of licensing of Standard of Quality and Management system.

ISO 14001 - Proof of licensing of Environmental Management system.

ISO 13485 - Proof of licensing of Medical Device.

Other certifications

Medical Device Marketing Authorization

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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Issued by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Government of Japan. License Number: 27BZ006010

Medical Device Manufacturing license

Issued by Osaka Prefecture. License Number: 27BZ006010

Registration certificate of Kangen Water®

Issued by United States Patent and Trademark Office. Registration Number: 4,063,154

Registration certificate

Issued by United States Patent and Trademark Office. Registration Number: 3,852,774

Recognized as a member in good standing

Issued by Direct Selling Association for the year 2014.

Certificate of Registration of Copyright

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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The information on this certificate has been made a part of the Copyright Office records.

View | Download | About the issuer

Registration for Kangen Ukon

Certificate of FDA Food Facility.
Registration Number: 15226513166

View | Download | About the issuer

Water Quality Association Member

Issued by the Water Quality Association for 2010

View | View/download PDF
Download

8-Point Business Model Trademark

Exclusive trademark status

View | Download

Translated Certificate

View | Download

WQA Gold Seal Certificate of Compliance

Issued by the Water Quality Association for 2014

View/download PDF

100 Direct Selling News Global 2011

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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View | Download

DSA Code of Ethics Communication Initiative

Certificate of Recognition Presented to:
Enagic USA Inc.

View | Download
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What Doctors, Scientists and Nutritionists Say…

Dr. Otto Heinrich Warburg
1931 Nobel Prize Winner
The Real Cause of Cancer

Dr Otto Warburg discovered the real cause of cancer in 1923 and he received the Nobel Prize for doing so in 1931. Dr Warburg was director of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (now Max Planck Institute) for cell physiology at Berlin. He investigated the metabolism of tumors and the respiration of cells, particularly cancer cells.

"Cancerous tissues are acidic, whereas healthy tissues are alkaline. Water splits into H+ and OH- ions, if there is an access of H+, it is acidic; if there is an access of OH- ions, then it is alkaline."

In his work The Metabolism of Tumours he demonstrated that all forms of cancer are characterized by two basic conditions: acidosis and hypoxia (lack of oxygen). Lack of oxygen and acidosis are two sides of the same coin: where you have one, you have the other.

"All normal cells have an absolute requirement for oxygen, but cancer cells can live without oxygen - a rule without exception." - Dr. Otto Warburg

"Deprive a cell 35% of its oxygen for 48 hours and it may become cancerous." Otto Warburg.

Dr Warburg has made it clear that the prime cause of cancer is oxygen deficiency (brought about by Toxemia). Dr Warburg discovered that cancer cells are anaerobic (do not breathe oxygen) and cannot survive in the presence of high levels of oxygen.

Dr. Hiromi Shinya
*I have examined more than 300,000 people's stomachs and intestines for 35 years and realize that our health
Introducing Enagic Kangen Water™ Alkaline Water Machines

depends largely on our dietary life.”

"It is widely recognized in the medical profession that a healthy and clean colon is one of the most important
precursors to good health and that the great majority of body ailments and diseases originate in an acidic
and dirty colon. Water is essential for your health.

"Kangen Water is alkaline rich water (ph 8-9), and is considered the very best drinking water because of
its incomparable powers of hydration, detoxification, and anti-oxidation."
~Dr. Horst Filtzer, Leading Gastroenterologist and Surgeon

Dr. Hiromi Shinya is Clinical Professor of Surgery at Albert Einstein Collage of Medicine and Chief of the
Endoscopy Unit of Beth Israel Hospital in New York, as well as an advisor for Maeda Hospital and
Hanzomon Gastrointestinal Clinic in Japan. A native of Japan, Dr. Shinya received his medical education
both in Japan and in the United States. He is Japan’s most famous doctor and treats members of Japan’s
royal family and top government officials. His practice in the United States also includes celebrities and
Presidents. He is Vice Chairman of the Japanese Medical Association in the USA, and much in demand as
a speaker internationally.

Shinya, MD is well known as the developer of the field of colonoscopic surgery (the Shinya Technique).
He performed the first non-invasive colon surgery. Using his own invention of the colonoscope, he
discovered the ability to both examine and operate on the colon without abdominal incision.

In his book The Enzyme, which has sold two million copies in Japan, he extols the virtues of drinking
alkaline ionized water, specifically, Kangen Water® produced only by the Enagic® devices. Dr. Shinya
puts all his patients on Kangen Water® as part of his recommended diet.

Dr. Horst Filtzer

"When I first drank Kangen Water I experienced something I had never have before, I liked it, I liked it
very much. ... As I investigated the product, as I investigated the concept of ionized water, as I
investigated the concept of alkalization of the body cells, I became more and more convinced that this is a
product that is of absolute value to all mankind. That it is a product that should be used in all households
at all possible, because it clearly is superior to any form of water than I ever encountered.”

"Personally, I can testify that there is no question that my own life has been markedly enriched by the
ingestion of Kangen Water. ... I endorse Kangen Water as a physician, as a surgeon, as a human being,
100%. I feel that it is of great benefit to all mankind. ... I can only recommend it in the highest way.”
~Dr. Horst Filtzer, Vascular Surgeon

Dr. Horst Filtzer, M.D. a Harvard Medical School graduate cum laude is a Vascular Surgeon. Horst has
35 years of active surgical practice in General and Vascular Surgery at Cambridge City Hospital in
capacities as Assistant Director, Department Chairman, and Program Director He is also Director of the
Wound Care Center in Western Arizona Regional Medical Center, Bullhead City, AZ.

Dr. Corinne Allen

"Brain inflammation can occur from many causes including: head injuries, premature birth, lack of oxygen
and various infections. The resulting inflammation can provide dysfunction in the body's ability to detoxify
harmful substances. They can also exhibit mitochondria that have low energy output and high free-radical
generation. Often those with brain challenges like Autism and Aspergers, drink almost no water each day,
only accentuating the problems in brain functioning. In Autistics and others where brain inflammation is
high, toxins can more easily cross the blood brain flooding the brain with free radicals. Kangen Water™
has been providing my clients with a strong source of antioxidants and improved hydration. In our brain
programs we observed that our therapeutic expectations have been significantly exceeded by adding
Kangen Water™ to the treatment plan.

~Dr. Corinne Allen, Nutritionist

Dr. Corinne Allen is an international researcher and practitioner in natural health and nutrition and has been in
practice for more than 30 years. After receiving her doctorate in nutrition, Dr. Allen went on to more training in
neurokinesiology and brain-stimulation techniques. She is recognized for her natural and practical approach to
health regarding natural and alternative methods of stimulating permanent changes in the brain in dyslexia, ADD, Autism, Asperger’s syndrome, learning disabilities, academic and behavioral issues and brain injuries.
She runs the Advanced Learning & Development Institute

Dr. Dave Carpenter

"This [alkalizing] program contains a whole new way of looking at diet and nutrition. When followed, it
leads to a healthy, lean, trim body and an enhanced level of wellness, energy and mental clarity most
people have not experienced previously."

"Based on years of research and observation, we have concluded that over acidification of the body is the
underlying cause of all disease. Because many people consume a diet primarily comprised of acid
forming foods, (i.e. sugars, meat, dairy, yeast breads, coffee, alcohol, starches, etc.) rather than whole
plant foods, they are frequently sick and tired"

"In my experience, Kangen Water™ supercharges your nutritional program better than anything. Water is
the key and this [Enagic® Kangen™ Water] is the best water I know of. Anyone who gives it an honest
try will experience it in their own health, without question!"
~Dr. Dave Carpenter, Naturopathic Physician

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
Dr. Dave Carpenter is a member of the Idaho Association of Naturopathic Physicians. He is currently the President of the International Idiogy Practitioners Association (IIPA), has served on the Board of Directors of IIPA since 1996 as Public Relations Director and Vice-President. Dr. Dave Carpenter is a Licensed Acupuncturist, Fellow of the International Academy of Medical Acupuncturists, and an IIPA Certified Comprehensive Idiologist (CCI). He is also a member of the American Naturopathic Medical Association, the Idaho Acupuncture Association, faculty member of the Intermountain Institute of Natural Health, and a graduate of Central States College of Health Sciences as a Naturopathic Medical Doctor, and the Royal Academy of Naturopathy in Australia as a Naturopathic Doctor, a graduate of the International Academy of Medical Acupuncturists. Dr. Carpenter also holds a BS degree in Nutrition.

Dr. Stefan Kuprowsky
"Acid wastes build up in the body in the form of cholesterol, gallstones, kidney stones, arterial plaque, urates, phosphates and sulfates. These acidic waste products are the direct cause of premature aging and the onset of chronic disease."

"I believe that the best water is water that is alkaline (reduced) and purified using a small device known as a water ionizer."

~Dr. Stefan Kuprowsky, Naturopathic Doctor

Dr. Stefan Kuprowsky is a Canadian naturopathic doctor with impressive academic credentials and a strong vision for natural medicine. He holds a Bachelor's degree in Biological Anthropology from Trent University (1977), a Master's in Medical Anthropology (1982) and a Doctorate in Naturopathic Medicine (1985). He has been in practice over 20 years as a Naturopathic Physician as well as a consultant, writer, lecturer, radio host and teacher in the natural health industry. He has served as President of the BC Naturopathic Association and is currently serving on the BC College Board as Chairman of the Quality Assurance Committee. He is also a professor at the Boucher Institute Of Naturopathic Medicine in New Westminster. Dr. Kuprowsky has studied mind-body medicine with Deepak Chopra and a certified instructor for Dr. Chopra's Creative Health program. He currently operates the Vancouver Naturopathic Clinic.

Dr. Theodore A. Baroody
"Any stressor that the mind or body interprets and internalizes as too much to deal with, leaves an acid residue. Even a mild stressor can cause a partial or total acid-forming reaction. ... The countless names attached to illness do not really matter. What does matter is that they all come from the same root cause: too much tissue acid waste in the body."

"It is my opinion that ionized water will change the way in which all health practitioners and the public approach their health in the coming years. ... I have administered over 5000 gallons of this water for about every health situation imaginable. I feel that restructured alkaline water can benefit everyone." ~Dr. Theodore A. Baroody, DC, ND, Ph.D., Dipl. Acu., Nutritional Consultant

Theodore A. Baroody, DC, ND, Ph.D., Dipl. Acu. was born in Sanford, NC, in 1950. He received his B.S. in Psychology and his Masters degree in Educational Counseling from Western Carolina University in 1974 and 1978. He received his D.C. degree from Life Chiropractic College of Marietta, Ga. in 1981. He further studied in Beirut, Lebanon and at Colombo Americano, Columbia, as well as having traveled extensively in Europe and Asia to gather information on the healing arts. Dr. Baroody later completed an N.D. from Clayton School of Naturopathy in 1991 after years of clinical research in his practice and received his Ph.D. in Nutrition from American Holistic College. Dr. Baroody is a Certified Nutritional Consultant (C.N.C.) and a professional member of the American Association of Nutritional Consultants, and a diplomate in acupuncture. He is the author of the popular book, Alkalize or Die (2002)

Dr. Susan Lark
"Drinking four to six glasses of alkaline water a day will help to neutralize over acidity and over time will help to restore your buffering ability. Alkaline water should be used when conditions of over acidity develop, such as cold, flu or bronchitis. Like vitamins C, E and Beta Carotene, alkaline water acts as an antioxidant because of its excess supply of free electrons. This can help the body against the development of heart disease, strokes, immune dysfunctions, and other common ailments."

"The benefits of the alkaline water created through electrolysis far exceed just its ability to gently raise the pH of the cells and tissues of the body and to neutralize acids. Because the alkaline water has gained a significant number of free electrons through the electrolysis process, it is able to donate these electrons to active oxygen free radicals in the body, thereby becoming a super antioxidant. By donating its excess free electrons, alkaline water is able to block the oxidation of normal tissue by free oxygen radicals."

~Dr. Susan Lark, Clinical Nutritionist

Dr. Susan Lark is one of the foremost authorities in the fields of clinical nutrition and preventive medicine. A graduate of Northwestern University Medical School, she has served on the clinical faculty of Stanford University Medical School, and taught in their Division of Family and Community Medicine. Dr. Lark is a distinguished clinician, author, lecturer and innovative product developer. Through her extensive clinical experience, she has been an innovator in the use of self-care treatments such as diet, nutrition, exercise and stress management techniques in the field of women’s health, and has lectured extensively throughout the United States on topics in preventive medicine. She is the author of 13 best-selling books on women's health including The Chemistry of Success.
"My hypothesis was born from the clinical observation study in our clinic. Since May '85 we have confirmed treatment of degenerative diseases."

"Water has the ability to attract and accumulate biochemical and biological chemicals and negative energy imprints. It is also devoid of bio-energy and so may be regarded as being badly polluted as well as 'dead'. Alkaline living water is regarded by a growing number of health care professionals as the best water to drink and is listed as a medication to detoxify the body's acidic waste products and is one of the most powerful health treatments available." ... "We recommended that you drink 8-10 glasses per day of this alkaline water. It is one of the simplest and most powerful things that you can do to combat a wide range of disease processes. It is interesting to note that in Japan, professional sports teams drink alkaline water to improve their performance" ... "It is well known that many chronic diseases result in excess acidity of the body (metabolic acidosis). We also know that the body tends to become more acidic due to modern dietary habits and lifestyles and the aging process itself. By drinking high negative ORP alkaline water, you combat metabolic acidosis and improve absorption of nutrients."

**Dr. Lester Packer**, is the world's foremost antioxidant research scientist. He is a senior scientist at the prestigious Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and Head of the Packer Lab at the University of California, where he has been a professor for 35 years. Dr. Packer is the executive editor of Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics, and serves on the editorial advisory boards of Free Radical Biology and Medicine, The Journal of Applied Nutrition, and The Journal of Optimal Nutrition. He is a member of eight professional societies and is President of the International Society for Free Radical Research, and Vice President of UNESCO's Global Network of Molecular and Cell Biology. Dr. Packer has published over 700 scientific papers and 70 books on every aspect of antioxidants and health.

Dr. Ray Kurzweil

"There are more benefits to "alkaline water" than simply the alkalinity or pH. The most important feature of alkaline water produced by a water alkalizer is its oxidation reduction potential (ORP). Water with a high negative ORP is of particular value in its ability to neutralize oxygen free radicals. ORP can also be directly tested using an ORP sensor and meter. We have conducted these experiments as well. We found that water coming directly from the tap had an ORP of +290mV, while the water coming out of the water alkalizer had a negative ORP. The more negative the ORP of a substance (that is, the higher its negative ORP), the more likely it is to engage in chemical reactions that donate electrons. These electrons are immediately available to engage in reactions that neutralize positively charged free radicals. This is the key benefit of water produced by a water alkalizer that is not available by simply drinking water that has had some bicarb or other compounds dissolved in it to make it alkaline."

~Dr. Ray Kurzweil, Award-winning Scientist, Inventor

Dr. Ray Kurzweil is one of the world's leading inventors, thinkers, and futurists. He's been awarded 19 honorary doctorates, honored by 3 US Presidents and is recipient of many of the nations highest awards for excellence. He has been called "the restless genius" by the Wall Street Journal and "the ultimate thinking machine" by Forbes magazine and PBS included him as one of 16 "revolutionaries who made America," along with other inventors of the past two centuries. Time magazine writes, "Kurzweil's eclectic career and propensity of combining science with practical-often humanitarian-applications have inspired comparisons with Thomas Edison". Among Kurzweil's many honors, he is the recipient of the $500,000 MIT-Lemelson Prize, the world's largest for innovation. In 1999, he received the National Medal of Technology, the nation's highest honor in technology, from President Clinton in a White House ceremony. And in 2002, he was inducted into the National Inventor's Hall of Fame, established by the US Patent Office. Author of several books Dr. Kurzweil second book in 1993, The 10% Solution for a Healthy Life, How to Eliminate Virtually All Risk of Heart Disease and Cancer, was published by Crown Publishers.

Dr. Mu Shik Jhon

"Hexagonal water - comprised of small molecular units or ring-shaped clusters - move easily within the cellular matrix of the body, helping with nutrient absorption and waster removal. It aids metabolic processes, supports the immune system, contributes to lasting vitality and acts as a carrier of dissolved oxygen. It can provide alkaline minerals to the body and it helps in the more efficient removal of acidic wastes. Drinking hexagonal water takes us in the direction of health. It supports long life and freedom from disease. Biological organisms prefer hexagonal water."

"Ionized water has a hexagonal shape and carries an abundance of hydroxyl ions (OH-). It provides extra electrons that neutralize destructive free radicals circulating throughout the body. Hexagonal ionized water carries a high negative ORP (Oxidation Reduction Potential) when it is first produced, making it a potent anti-oxidant."

"When taken internally, the reduced ionized water with it redox potential, or ORP of -250 to -350 readily donates its electrons to oddball oxygen radicals and blocks the interaction of the active oxygen with normal molecules."

"Water has the ability to attract and accumulate bio-energy. It also stores an energy memory of harmful or helpful vibrations to which it was exposed in the past. Chlorinated tap water is polluted with non-biological chemicals and negative energy imprints. It is also devoid of bio-energy and so may be regarded as being badly polluted as well as 'dead'. Alkaline living water is regarded by a growing number of health care professionals as the best water to drink and is listed as a medical device in Japan for the treatment of degenerative diseases."

"My hypothesis was born from the clinical observation study in our clinic. Since May '85 we have confirmed
thousands of clinical improvements, obtained solely by exchanging drinking (as well as cooking water) from tap water to reduced water."

~Dr. Mu Shik Jhon, Chemist, Founding president of the Association of Academies of Sciences in Asia

Professor Mu Shik Jhon, Honorary and Founding president of the Association of Academies of Sciences in Asia (AASA) and Former President of the Korean Academy of Science and Technology (KAST), was born in 1932 at Taegu, Korea and received BS and MS degrees from Department of Chemistry, Seoul National University in 1954 and 1958, respectively. Then he moved to U.S.A. to pursue his doctorate study at Department of Chemistry, University of Utah. He received his Ph.D. degree in 1966 and became an assistant professor at University of Virginia. Three years later, Prof. Jhon came back to his mother country, Korea, to serve as the head of Liquid State Chemistry Research Laboratory at the Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) in 1969. Then, he joined the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) as a charter member in 1971. Prof. Jhon is a foreign fellow of National Academy of Sciences, India, and Pakistan Academy of Sciences, a foreign academician of Russian Academy of Science and a fellow of the European Academy of Arts, Sciences & Humanities. He published over 280 papers and produced many eminent scholars including about 50 Ph.D.s. He served as President of KAST, Founding President of AASA, Founding President of the Korean Association for the Advancement of Sciences and Chairman of the Board of Research Institute of Bioinformatics and Molecular Design.

Dr. Hidemitsu Hayashi

"Devices to produce reduced water were introduced into our clinic in May 1985. Based on the clinical experiences obtained in the past 15 years, it can be said that introduction of naturally reduced water (using H-01 Active Hydrogen Generator) or electrolyzed-reduced water for drinking and cooking purpose for inpatients should be the very prerequisite in our daily medical practices. It is because any dietary recipe cannot be a scientific one if property of water taken by the patients is not taken into consideration."

"The Ministry of Health and Welfare in Japan announced in 1965 that the intake of reduced water is effective for restoration of intestinal flora metabolism."

CLINICAL IMPROVEMENTS OBTAINED FROM THE INTAKE OF REDUCED WATER

HAYASHI, Hidemitsu, M.D., Water Institute, & KAWAMURA, Munenori, M.D., Kyowa Medical Clinic, (1985-2000) (17)

1. Improvement of blood glucose and HbA1C levels in diabetes mellitus.
2. Improvement of peripheral circulation in diabetic gangrene.
3. Improvement of uric acid levels in gout.
4. Improvement of liver function in hepatic disease, cirrhosis of liver, hepatitis.
5. Improvement of gastroduodenal ulcers and prevention of recurrences.
6. Improvement of cholesterol level; hypertension, angina, myocardial infarction.
7. Improvement of hypersensitive disorders; atopic dermatitis, asthma, urticaria.
8. Improvement of autoimmune disorders; rheumatism, collagen disease, SLE.
9. Improvement of so-called specific diseases; Behcet syndrome, Crohn disease, ulcerative colitis, Kawasaki’s disease.
10. Improvement of malignant tumors of liver; hepatoma, metastatic tumors.
11. Improvement of general malaise, chronic constipation & diarrhea as well as persistent diarrhea occurred after gastric resection.
12. Improvement of dehydration in infants with vomiting and diarrhea caused by viral infection.
13. Improvement of hyperbilirubinemia in newborns.
14. Experiences of pregnant women who took reduced water during their pregnancy; almost no emesis, smooth delivery, slight jaundice, enough lactation, smooth and satisfactory growth of newborns.

~Dr Hidemitsu Hayashi, Cardiovascular Surgeon, Director of the Water Institute of Japan

Dr. Hidemitsu Hayashi was born in 1938. He practiced medicine and specialized in Cardiovascular Surgery after graduating in 1968 from the Medical School of Kobe University, Japan. He also studied at the University of Munich (1970-71). Specialized in the field of Cardiovascular Medicine. In 1985, after 20 years of clinical experiences as a surgeon he began advanced research on the medical benefits of water. In 1995 he simultaneously released in Japan and the U.S. his theory on the effects of hydrogen-rich water in preventing and treating illnesses. Dr. Hidemitsu Hayashi is a researcher and a "Hydrogen-rich Water" Advocate, and is the Director of the Water Institute of Japan in Tokyo

Dr. Robert Young

"The pH level (the acid-alkaline measurement) of our internal fluids affects every cell in our bodies. Extended acid imbalances of any kind are not well tolerated by the body. Indeed, the entire metabolic process depends on a balanced internal alkaline environment. A chronically over-acidic pH corrodes body tissue, slowly eating into the 60,000 miles of veins and arteries like acid eating into marble. If left unchecked, it will interrupt all cellular activities and functions, from the beating of your heart to the neural firing of your brain. In summary, over-acidification interferes with life itself leading to all sickness and disease!"

"Researchers believe that disease is caused by excess acidity in our body that weakens all body systems."
Caused by our high stress lifestyles, what we eat and pollutants, it affects virtually everyone. This forces the body to rob minerals - calcium and magnesium - from vital organs and bones. Our reserves are depleted, leaving the body vulnerable to bone density loss, heartburn, indigestion, blood sugar issues, weight gain – 68 conditions in all. When healthy, your body has sufficient alkaline reserves to balance it self - and naturally resists disease. The easiest way to help your body to be more alkaline is to drink alkaline water”

~Dr. Robert O. Young, Cellular Nutritionist

Robert O. Young, MS, D.Sc., Ph.D., N.D. has been widely recognized over the past two and a half decades. Throughout his career, his research has been focused at the cellular level. Having a specialty in cellular nutrition, Dr. Young has devoted his life to researching the true causes of "disease," subsequently developing The New Biology™ to help people balance their life. In 1994, Dr. Young discovered the reality of biological transformation of red blood cells into bacteria and bacteria to red blood cells. He has since documented several such transformations. Dr. Young's research findings have been published in several noted journals, including The Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine. (Sympathetic Resonance Technology, Scientific Foundations and Summary of Biologic and Clinical Studies, Dec. 2002, Vol. 8, No. 6: 835-842.) He is the author of numerous articles and author and co-author of many books including The pH Miracle (2002), The pH Miracle for Diabetes (2003), The pH Miracle for Weight Loss (2004).

Dr. Sherry Rodgers

"Alkaline water rids the body of acid waste... After carefully evaluating the results of my advice to hundreds of individuals, I'm convinced that toxicity in the form of acidic waste is the primary cause of degenerative disease."
~Dr. Sherry Rogers, M.D., Immunologist, Environmental Medicine

Dr. Sherry Rogers MD, is a Fellow of the American College of Allergy and Immunology and a Diplomate of the American Academy of Environmental Medicine, and has been in private practice for over 28 years. Dr. Rogers lectures on her original scientific material worldwide, as well as giving advanced courses for physicians. She developed the Formaldehyde Spot Test and published her mold research in three volumes of the Annals of Allergy. She has published chemical testing methods in the National Institutes of Health Journal, Environmental Health Perspectives. In addition, she has published multiple scientific articles, authored 13 books including her most recent, The High Cholesterol Hoax, The High Blood Pressure Hoax, Detoxify or Die and Pain Free and has been environmental editor for Internal Medicine World Report. Dr. Rogers has appeared on numerous television and radio programs.

Dr. Peggy Parker

“Months of testing and research have led me to the discovery that drinking Kangen Water™ is the most effective tool I have found to quickly, easily, and economically reduce cellular oxidation and achieve a more alkaline pH in the body.”

As a Biological Medicine Physician, I have been measuring the levels of oxidation in bodily fluids for about a decade using a very sophisticated piece of lab equipment called the QFA (Quantitative Fluid Analysis). Based on the rate of oxidation in these fluids this measurement device calculates a person's biological age. For most people this biological age is generally 20-50 years older than their actual chronological age. Since it is our biological age that determines the length of our life, that number is quite significant. More than 3 years of testing and research have led me to the discovery that drinking Kangen Reduced Alkaline Water is the most effective tool for quickly, easily and economically changing the rate of oxidation on cells that I have ever encountered.”

“One can therefore say that drinking ionized Kangen water has the potential to slow the aging process. The powerful component of the water that does this is the -ORP (Oxidation Reduction Potential) charge on the water. This negative ORP part of the water is what causes this water to be able to slow down the oxidation of our bodies. As the cell walls of our body become oxidized, they become sticky and this prevents hydration of the body as well as nutrient absorption and cell waste to be expelled. The -ORP removes oxidation from the cell wall and allows for better hydration, and cell metabolism and overall cell health.”
~Dr. Peggy Parker, Naturopathic Physician, Biological Medicine

Dr. Parker, N.D. & Biological Medicine expert is a traditionally trained Naturopathic Physician who resides in Spokane, Washington. She is an internationally renowned teacher and lecturer. After receiving her Naturopathic degree, Dr. Parker continued her education with a post-doctoral degree in Biological Medicine from the PBMN in Lustmühle, Switzerland. This intensive, two year program was designed and led by the famous Swiss physician, Dr. Thomas Rau. The basic focus of this course revolved around adjusting the pH (acid/alkaline ration within body fluids), ORP (rate of oxidation in body tissues), and the conductivity of minerals across the cell wall membrane, and just how these factors affect health. As a physician Dr. Parker has been trained to both administer and evaluate tests including Darkfield Microscopy, Biological Terrain Assessment (QFA), EAV, Electro-Dermal Screening, Computer Regulation Thermography, Tongue and Pulse Diagnosis, Sclerology, Heart Rate Variability, Hair Tissue Mineral Analysis, Applied Kinesiology and Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy to name a few
Dr. Len Horowitz
"International studies show that populations with little or no history of illness, such as cancer, drink higher pH (alkaline) waters. After all potential risk factors were considered and factored out, it became evident that they had been drinking waters with a pH of 9.0 to 10.0."
~Dr. Leonard Horowitz, Behavioral Scientist, Educator (25)

**Dr. Len Horowitz is an internationally known authority in behavioral science, public health education, and health practice management. He received his doctorate from Tufts University, was awarded a fellowship to do behavioral research at the University of Rochester, and later earned a Master of Public Health degree in behavioral science from Harvard University and a Masters degree in health education from Beacon College. One of healthcare's most captivating motivational speakers, Len has served on the faculties of Tufts University, Harvard University, and Leslie College's Institute for the Arts and Human Development, directed a multidisciplinary health center for over a decade, and currently serves as President of Tetrahedron, Inc., a nonprofit health educational corporation.**

Dr. Don Colbert
"Hexagonal, alkaline water is especially effective in treating those with chronic disease."
"Your body thrives in an alkaline environment since it is able to detoxify more efficiently than in an acidic environment. In an alkaline environment your tissues get rid of impurities more efficiently. When cancer patients come into my office to begin nutritional treatment, their bodies are almost always very acidic and toxic. My first task is to get their tissues alkalinized with alkaline water."
"I have recommended alkaline hexagonal water to even my youngest patients. In 2005 a ten-year old girl and her parents came to my office in South Carolina. The girl had crippling juvenile rheumatoid arthritis and weighed only fifty-two pounds. Her hands were swollen like mitts, and her knees were swollen as large as softballs. I put her on hexagonal, alkaline water, one to two quarts a day. A week and a half later she was pain free, and her swelling was significantly diminished. When she arrived she was wheelchair bound, but she was actually able to walk without pain after only a week and a half of drinking hexagonal, alkaline water. Her parents were ecstatic. We raised the pH of her tissues. After a month, her hands were almost normal size."
~Dr. Don Colbert, Medical Doctor

**Don Colbert, M.D., is board certified in family practice and anti aging medicine. He is the Medical Director of the Divine Health Wellness Center in Orlando, Florida where he has treated over 40,000 patients. Dr. Colbert is an internationally known expert and prolific speaker on integrative medicine (a combination of traditional and alternative medicine). Don Colbert, M.D. has been featured on Fox News, ABC World News, The Atlanta Journal Constitution, BBC, Readers Digest, News Week, Prevention Magazine, and many others. He's the best-selling author of over 40 books including What Would Jesus Eat, The Bible Cure Series, as well as The Seven Pillars of Health (a New York Times best-seller) that together have sold over 4 million copies. Many of Dr. Colbert's books are required reading at many medical schools around the world. Dr. Colbert is on the Medical Advisory Board for the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Dr. Colbert is also the president of Divine Health Inc., which distributes and sells nutritional supplements and vitamins**

Shan Stratton, Sports Nutritional Consultant
for the NBA, NFL, MLB, PGA, LPGA, NASCAR, NHL, NY Yankees, AZ Diamondbacks, Houston Rockets, LA Dodgers, etc.

Whilst I taught the principles and the need for hydration, I never understood until about four months ago the need for 'proper' hydration. For fifteen years I taught in the nutrition industry the importance of nutrient utilization rather than nutrient consumption. That same principle holds true in the area of hydration. It's not about how much water or liquid you drink it's about how much is actually being utilized within the body.

I was introduced to a company called Enagic® who provide a very simple technology that improves hydration. Their water is called Kangen Water™. Kangen in the Japanese word meaning "return to origin. I had thought, water was water. That couldn't have been further from the truth. I was missing a very key component of our health, and that is proper hydration."

If you go back to the basics of nature, and you take water from natural springs coming out of the earth, all of that water has a very high pH or alkalinity to it, and the waters that we drink out of the tap or purification systems, or bottled water is far from alkaline, in fact it is more acidic. I spent fifteen years trying to teach people to reduce the acidity within the body through the food that we eat. But, that really takes a complete lifestyle change, when in reality I now realize that we can change very quickly and effectively by simply changing the water we drink. This Kangen Water technology is truly nothing short of miraculous in my opinion, because it really provides three different very important aspects to our health that I find very intriguing. Number one is this machine provides a very high antioxidant based water ... the second thing I am really impressed with is its microclustering abilities ... and the third component [its alkalinity], Kangen Water™ is up to a 9.5 pH."
~Shan Stratton, Sports Nutritionalist

**Shan Stratton, Sports Nutritional Consultant for the NBA, NFL, MLB, PGA, LPGA, NASCAR, NHL, NY Yankees, AZ Diamondbacks, Houston Rockets, LA Dodgers, etc. He has worked with countless famous athletes like Kurt Warner, Maria Sharapova, Reggie Jackson, Cynthia Cooper and on and on. He states that drinking Kangen Water is the missing link to overall health and performance for athletes after promoting and counseling the use of high quality supplements, enzymes, and probiotics to the athletic community for**
Introducing Enagic Kangen Water™ Alkaline Water Machines

Felicia Drury Kliment BA. MS
"After years of very positive continuous clinical experiment that I am conducting with hundreds of clients using electronically restructured alkaline water, it is my opinion that this technology will change the way in which all health providers and the public will approach their health in the coming years. ... My suggestion is to drink restructured alkaline water whenever possible."
~Felicia Drury Kliment

Felicia Drury Kliment BA. MS. is the author of The Acid Alkaline Balance Diet (2002). Her acid alkaline diet plan guides and shows how you can cure acid reflux and other degenerative diseases by following a simple diet program. Starting out as a teacher in the inner city, Felicia Drury Kliment was determined to find out what caused the learning disabilities and behavioral disorders in the children she taught. She found the answer when, years later, as a faculty member at The City College of the City University of New York, she and a colleague conducted a series of statistical research studies. These studies revealed how the processed food served in school cafeteria triggered out of control behavior in the classroom and made it harder to learn.
RESULTS

What matters is the results.

Water is Water. Right?

Wrong.

Not all Water is the same.

See examples of what Ionized Water can do...

Leg Ulcers
Please be advised that no promise of cure or remedy is implied for any specific condition. Results may vary from one individual to another. While individuals may experience remarkable results, we make no claims for any specific results for any individual.
Psoriasis

Day 1

Day 17

Day 51

Day 52

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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Dermatitis

Facial Psoriasis

Colon

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
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Hiromi Shinya M.D., Ph.D.
Developer of Colonoscopy and Endoscopy

Clinical Professor of Surgery:
Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Chief of Surgical Endoscopy Unit:
Beth Israel Medical Center New York City

Has treated over 300,000 patients with NOT ONE recurring case of cancer

90 Days Before & After

Before

After

45y.o. F
Breast Ca.
Chronic constipation

Water - Oxidation (positive ORP) or Anti-oxidation (negative ORP)

Contact: Forkom Feh, forkomd@yahoo.com
Introducing Enagic Kangen Water ™ Alkaline Water Machines

Which type of water do you think is best to drink?

Please be advised that no promise of cure or remedy is implied for any specific condition. Results may vary from one individual to another. While individuals may experience remarkable results, we make no claims for any specific results for any individual.
CONCLUSION

We have an exciting product to offer the people of Africa and Thailand. The people need purified water. They need water that helps balance their dietary pH consumption. They need a water that provides antioxidants to help slow down the rate of oxidation.

Kangen Water® is a delicious water that can be made conveniently in the kitchen at home or at a business. Many businesses including restaurants find Kangen Water® to be an effective and economical way to clean their produce, clean and sanitize their kitchen and equipment, use in cooking to enhance flavors, and serve their customers for a delicious dining experience.

The Enagic Customer Referral program provides a means for any person who owns a Kangen Water Ionizer machine to generate commission income through referring new customers.

We invite you to meet with us to learn more about Kangen Water® and the Enagic business opportunity. Please contact us to schedule an appointment and try this remarkable water.

Your Representative:

Forkom Feh
forkomd@yahoo.com
Enagic® Distributor ID #4203001